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My professor really wants to sharpen his pencil...A dirty young professor under my desk and

between my legs.A new year, a new class and a new Professor. But Dr. Wyatt isn't really new to

me. He's my ex-boyfriend.Maybe its the year of second chances?A standalone featuring a HEA with

No Cliffhanger and bonus books! Suitable for 18+ only.
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This book gives a whole new meaning to 0 to 60. In my opinion, it was too short and to quickly went

from nothing to all in. Very little storyline.

I really enjoyed reading about Cole and Alyssa but I felt the story was far too brief. I liked reading

about the connection between them but just when you really get into the story it finishes quite

abruptly. Albeit it ends on a happy note but I felt that it was quite rushed and ended far too quickly. I

suppose it could be seen as a good thing as I really liked the writing style of this author.I would've



liked a little more angst between the pair as I thought their problem resolved far too quickly.I mean

who doesn't love a forbidden romance. Cole is a college professor who on his first day finds his ex

girlfriend Alyssa in his class. Despite them having broken up they both still have feelings for each

other and because of his teaching ethics he has to decide whether or not he follows his heart or

whether he ends things between them. Of course this story has a HEA but it just happened a little

too quickly for my liking. There's noting wrong with the writing style at all and I really felt for the

characters.I give this one 3 stars but only because the story was far too short NOT because of the

writing style.* I voluntarily read an advanced reader copy for an honest review *

Sexy ProfessorAlice FordA second chance romance they will have you trying ti decide if Cole really

deserves that second chance or not. Its short but really pulls at the heart strings.Alyssa was heart

broken about her break up with Cole. The most he could of done for her was try the long distance

but no. He didn't want to try. He honestly thought it was a good idea. But maybe he should of talked

to her about it. Her friends are helping her out and keeping her on track. Because what she doesn't

expect at school is her professor to be none other than her ex. Should she care? Should she

change classes? Maybe a second chance wouldn't hurt...or could it?

Short and sweet. The cover made me think this would be a little bit more taboo. I did not feel that at

all from the story. I liked the banter between Alyssa and her friends. It was down to earth and

indicative of what college students are like. The interactions between Alyssa and Cole were hard for

me to get into. Their argument made me think of two psychologist who have already over analyzed

the situation before they started the discussion. Except for the kiss it didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t have

the heated in the moment fell to it. There was so much potential in this story. I really like the

concept.I was given a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

Reviews are serious business and I do not like to be critical of any authors work. However, as ARC

reviewers we not only have a responsibility to encourage new writers but we also have an even

greater obligation to readers who might purchase an authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s book.Leaving

negative reviews is never easy but ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Sexy ProfessorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• simply left me

feeling disappointed. Although the writing mechanics were OK (no editing issues) ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦

for such a short novella it felt long and a bit verbose. I did not find the story-line appealing and failed

to connect with either protagonist. The intimate scenes were uninspiring and overall the story lacked

substance.Creative writing is not easy, it is an art and so much more than simply putting pen to



paper (or keyboard). After much thought, I chose 3 stars suspecting this is a very inexperienced

author and with some work may have great potential.***I voluntarily received an ARC copy of this

book in exchange for my honest review***

I voluntarily read this book through an Advanced Reader Copy. Alyssa is a college student taking a

World Literature class from a new professor at the college with her friends Marie and Adrian.

Professor Cole Wyatt is the teacher and when Alyssa sees him, she can't believe it because she

seriously dated him for a year before he broke it off. He was going to Berlin and didn't know he

would be back. On breaking off with her, he didn't give her any details or an explanation or a choice,

saying she was too emotional. Now he wants to get back together with her, but she's not on the

same wave-length. No spoilers on the story, but Alyssa holds firm saying he has to work to get her

back as she is no longer into self-blame and he has to earn her trust...can Cole win her back and

since he is now her teacher, how will this affect for his career and will they have a happily ever

after???

I received an ARC for this review.This was a quick and enjoyable book. Loved it from the start to the

end.Alyssa was heartbroken when the love of her life Cole decided that he did not want to have a

long distance relationship or at least give it a try. So he did what he thought was best for the both of

them, at least that's what he thought!Months later when she least expects it on her first day back to

school she doesn't realize that her new professor is the one and only man that destroyed her, but

thanks to her friends Marie and Adrian they keep her in line from making a mistake.This book was

cute and hits you in the right spots about what it's like to lose someone you love and never

forgotten. But can a second chance be in the works?I look forward to reading more by this author.

A sweet, second chance romance story.I enjoyed reading about Alyssa and Cole's second chance

at a HEA. Cole broke Alyssa's heart. He was leaving to study in Berlin, and instead of trying to make

it work with Alyssa, he broke up her and left. It has taken Alyssa month's to get over Cole, and she

is just starting to feel like she can move on, when she walks into a new World Literature class and

see's that he is the new professor.Their story is a bumpy one, they have a past, and Cole is back

and wants a future with Alyssa. But she can't forgive him, and can't trust him. What will she do? If

you have a few hours and want to read a sweet second chance story then this book is for you.I am

voluntarily reviewing an ARC of this book. This is my honest opinion.
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